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WARNING! IF YOU MIGHT BE SENSITIVE TO GRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS AND
ANALYSIS OF TORTUROUS INJURIES INFLICTED ON LIVE HUMAN BEINGS, YOU
MAY WANT TO SELECT SOMETHING ELSE TO READ.
The civilization destroying Cycle of Evil that has established itself on Planet
Earth causes problems throughout the entire Universe at certain points in the Cycle. It
spreads and takes control of citizens of the civilizations of other Species in an attempt
to introduce the Cycle of Evil into their culture. Needless to say, that does not go over
well in Species with stable long-lasting civilizations. Species with sufficiently advanced
understanding of how reality works to identify the source of theses incursions of evil are
the ones with forward operating bases now in our Solar System. Including Species
members and independently functioning robotics, they are here in the millions. They are
here to implement some means of putting a permanent end to evil spreading off Planet
Earth to plague their civilizations. They are waiting for all of the evil souls to return to
Earth, ending the current Cycle, to implement their various plans, some of which are
quite ingenious. One is a really unique version of timeout that would be unpleasant and
permanent. In the meantime, Earth is the one place in the Universe to do economic,
sociological, medical, chemical, biological, and physical research on the exact methods
and procedures by which evil agendas are accomplished. It should come as no surprise
that these circumstances have resulted in varying intensities of hostile attitudes toward
Human Beings viewed as having failed to solve the Cycle of Evil problem, thereby
inconveniencing all the Species forced to come here to protect themselves.
.
There is a wide range of technological advancement beyond current Earth
technology among the Species present in our Solar System. It ranges from hundreds to
billions of years in advancement. (From conversations with William Pawelec, it appears
that some of the extraterrestrial methods and procedures I reverse engineered and use
are 1200 to 2000 years ahead of Human contemporary science.) The less
technologically advanced species are forced to rely on more hands-on and physically
destructive processes to collect information, as would we in the same situation. One of
the mid-level technologically advanced Species doing the catch-and-release abductions
obtain the same information using neural scanning technology and remote medical
monitoring with implants as the human mutilators more primitive destructive methods..
I will use a documented apparent human mutilation case to address the
aggregate intelligence information that can potentially be derived from the sample
tissue and organs removed in this and the concealed mutilation cases of several
national governments.
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1988 Guarapiranga Reservoir, Sao Palo, Brazil: This example will be used
because Police investigation photographs and Official autopsy results exist for the case.
The body of a man was found on an island in the Guarapiranga Reservoir in the
southwestern part of Sao Palo, Brazil near the current city limits. Translations of
sections from the autopsy results and photographs may be accessed at either
http://www.reocities.com/aliengrip/Mutilations/Guarapiranga2-En.htmor or
http://www.alienvideo.net/0805/alien-abduction-mutilation.php.
Selected translations of sections of the autopsy report describe the injuries.
"EXTERNAL EXAMINATION: We observed: 1) Cut off of the
external ear by a slanting incision, with hollowing of soft
parts; 2) removal of internal ear with indications of vital
reaction; 3) enucleation of right and left ocular globes, with
signs of blood inside the cavities" [NOTE: "vital reaction"
means the person was alive when the injury was inflicted.]
"8) The left and the right armpit areas exhibit a circular
discontinuity [round hole], with 4 centimeters of diameter,
with regular borders and hollowing of soft parts, with signs of
vital reaction".
"10) Elliptic, elongated incision with 3 cm x 1 cm axis, at the
left groin crease."
"14) Removal of the anal orifice with ample incision, oval
shaped, elongated, with 15 cm x 8 cm axis".
"16) We observed the removal of the right and left orbital
areas, emptying of the mouth cavity, pharynx, oropharynx,
neck, right and left armpit area, abdomen, pelvic cavity, right
and left groin area".
"21) Absence of organs In the pelvis and abdominal cavity
due to the removal of all viscera, with signs of tearing and
vital reaction"
"23) The thoracic viscera (i.e., non abdominal organs) were
in their normal place".
"INTERNAL EXAMINATION: ...after opening the cranial
cavity using Griessinger technique we found: 17) unimpaired
skullcap; 18) cerebral edema". [NOTE: It is not clear what
“Griessinger technique” refers to. Wilhelm Griesinger was a
German psychiatrist and neurologist, born July 29, 1817,
died October 26, 1868 ]
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In a case like that, the presence of cerebral edema without
direct traumatic origin is a strong characteristic of an
agonizing death. In confirmation, the autopsy CONCLUSION
explicitly states as causa mortis (cause of the death):
[Cause of Death] "...acute haemorhage in multiple
traumatisms. There is a component of causa mortis by
vagus stimulation" [implying cardio-respiratory arrest caused
by extreme pain]. "The victim shows injuries with vital
reaction characteristics, i.e., there is the component
"torture". The suggested modus operandi is: incisions in soft
parts and natural orifices using sucking devices"
There are a couple of features to note that are common to other reported human
mutilations: (1) There are no indications of skin trauma from physical restraints,
meaning the individual was somehow immobilized alive while the tissue and organs
were removed from the body: and (2) The penis was discolored by trauma inflicted by
an instrument of sufficient size inserted to remove the prostrate through the urinary tract
of the penis. In other reported human mutilations the entire central nervous system is
also removed. The discoloration of skin around the circular wounds may indicate
stretching to insert a suction device of sufficient size to remove the internal organs
intact at or near their original size and shape.
While cringing at the brutality of human mutilation evidence, you should consider
the possibility there may be, in whole or in part, some element of retribution for human
treatment of captured extraterrestrials. What we have done to “examine” captured
extraterrestrials is neither a matter of public record nor subject to Red Cross inspection.
One of the foundation principles of intelligence collection and analysis is secrecy. You
collect intelligence secretly so the target does not know they are being spied upon. The
fact these bodies are left in places where they can be found and recovered is probably
intended to be a powerful message to the Human evil geniuses managing the evil
enterprises this Species is bitterly angry about being forced to come to Earth to deal
with. The medical evidence indicates these mutilation victims were literally killed by the
pain of taking tissue samples and removing their organs while still alive.
THE BOTTOM LINE UGLY TRUTH
I have insight into what this is about because I developed the mathematics,
logical foundation, and key technical specifications for human beings to conduct
interspecies intelligence collection and analysis. William Pawelec and I discussed what
I have developed on several occasions because he was one of the very few people who
had some comprehension of the mathematics and logical foundation. We even
unsuccessfully attempted to get a prototype neural scanning device constructed
through a government program he was aware of using the technical specifications I had
identified. It was beyond our technology level to construct.
Interspecies intelligence collection cannot be done without abducting samples
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and conducting specific examinations of the target Species. You cannot exactly send in
a human undercover and expect anything but a disaster. The mathematics and logical
foundation are in the following book available on my web page
(www.thesociologycenter.com) shopping cart.
HOLOGRAPHIC PARADIGM THEORY OF THE STRUCTURE AND
OPERATION OF SOCIAL PROCESSES: A UNIFIED FIELD THEORY OF
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Abstract
Current micro and macro theories purporting to explain human
phenomena are inadequate because they are not logically constructed
from processes in physical reality. Based upon the premise that the brain
is a biological computer it is possible to state a series of propositions that
constitute a new theoretical approach to social phenomena. This theory
can be stated in a manner that may also meet Federal Data Quality Act
standards and the legal criteria for valid science established in the US
Supreme Court opinion for the purpose of admitting expert witness
testimony issued in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509
U.S. 579, 113 S. Ct. 2786, 125 L.Ed. 2d 469 (1993). The brain, in
processing information about energy modulations that occur outside the
body conveyed by the central nervous system, establishes procedures for
processing this input. Those procedures which process repetitions of the
same energy patterns in the same way constitute biological computer
programs and establish meaning. At any point in time the brain has stored
a finite number of such programs which constitute a program set. Program
sets can be described mathematically and are subject to rules governing
set mathematical operations. Phenomena previously identified as
"individual" and "social" can be described mathematically using the same
concepts. "Personality," "culture," and other concepts may be defined
mathematically using set properties. The individual neural structures that
constitute a biological program, and are the set members, may be
described by n-dimensional fractals, where 9 GE N LE 26. The
reductionism-holism conflict in the social sciences can be discarded by
recognizing that phenomena previously used to support both divisions are
a product of the same processes. These phenomena may be described
using the union, intersection and differences between program sets. With
the ability to mathematically describe social processes at a specific point
in time it becomes possible to develop a differential equation that
describes social change.
Before anyone starts sending me ugly emails, remember that Human
Beings from hunter-gathers to land and marine biologists have been violently
abducting members of other species for purposes from barbequing to vivisection
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for thousands of years.
Here are examples of the methods and procedures I would use given the tissue
samples and removed organs indicated above and the intelligence analysis goals of
identifying the methods and procedures by which evil agendas are accomplished on
Earth so they can be immediately detected if anyone attempts to introduce them into
the civilization of this Species. Keep in mind these are summary examples. An actual
methods and procedures manual would contain more detailed instructions.
1. [I am assuming this Species is at the lower end of the technology distribution
of Species present in the Solar System.] Fix and physically section each organ
and the central nervous system. Identify any Human made chemical, radiation,
medical or physical element or process present that inhibits optimum individual
or aggregate cell functions.
2. Identify all disease processes present and determine if they are naturally
occurring, Human made or Human modified.
3. Map the neural structures of the central nervous system across all physical
sections. Identify all neural structures that are the result of adverse indoctrination
or created to make the individual subservient or limited in functioning. Identify all
Human made material present in the central nervous system that inhibits or
alters natural neural processes.
4. Identify all Human made material absorbed into the tissue removed from the
oral cavity and throat, internal organs and anal tissue. Identify and document any
malicious consequences of the Human made material present in the tissue.
This should be sufficient to give you some idea of the purposes these Human
tissue and organ samples are being used for.
For Additional Human Mutilation Information See:
UFOs AND NATO The Human Mutilation Cover Up
Part 1 of 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsBIkhwCNVA
Part 2 of 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yR6EEPqzPeQ
Part 3 of 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__43LeIF7QI
Part 4 of 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_H_WeTIFMg
Part 5 of 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0o1viexW0Q
Part 6 of 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vKNZyXjwCs
UFOs & NATO Human Mutilation Cover Up 2015 UPDATE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZXuQOeq_1Q
View William Pawelec’s Posthumous Disclosure Video
(Among many related details, he discloses personal encounters with the forces of evil
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diverting national defense resources from doing good to doing evil beginning at about
9:46 on the video.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yytSNQ2ogD4
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